
Washington National Commonly Used Phone Numbers/Contact Info 

Sales Questions/Inquiries 

Sales Development – 888-266-6002, option 1 for Health, option 2 for Life 

- This would be used by any of your downline agents to ask general product or procedural questions, need help registering for Bizlink or 

ordering materials on Bizlink, amongst a number of other topics.  They generally have access to the same information as the Territory 

Manager (Andy), but work more of a bottom -> up approach. 

- Dave Golding, Steve Cornett, and Casey Thompson 

Worksite Case Management – 888-266-6002, option 4 or wcm@washingtonnational.com  

-  This is a team within our Sales department that can assist with formal proposals, completing group case profiles and/or Employer apps, 

assigning splits for groups within eZ App/One Source.  They can and have handheld agents through their first groups from the proposal 

through the enrollment.  They also can assist in requesting underwriting exceptions for specific groups, amongst a number of other 

functions pertaining to writing worksite business.   

- Connie Burgess, Carole Cokus, Alexis Myers, and Jenna Gowan 

Underwriting – 800-525-7662 

- This team can help answer questions about whether a certain client may qualify for a particular type of coverage.  They can also help 

identify SIC codes for specific groups.   

Administrative Questions/Inquires 

Worksite New Group – 800-458-9156 x77401 or WSNEWGROUP@WashingtonNational.com  

- This is the team that receives the group case profiles and sets up new groups on our admin systems, including EZ App.  Any group 

effective date exception requests can be filtered through them.  If they have any questions on a group case profile or business written 

during an initial enrollment, they typically will reach out to the agent of record by phone.   

- Tim Cline and Kristina Taylor 

Worksite – 800-458-9156 or WIS@WashingtonNational.com 

- This group is made up of a number of reps, some assigned to specific territories, others by case size.  They are similar to Agent Care, but 

strictly for worksite business.  Any questions on older groups (typically over a month old) or specific worksite policies can be given to 

them.  You can also submit paper worksite apps to them via email.  Also, they can handle any worksite policy change requests. 

Worksite Premium – 800-458-9156, Option 1 for agents and Option 2 for Payroll Administrators 

- This group would answer any specific billing information on payroll groups.  If you needed someone in this department to reach out to a 

payroll administrator they will do so.   

Agent Care – 888-754-3406 

- This group can answer any administrative questions about specific in-force or pending policies.  They have access to all admin systems, so 

can answer question about draft dates, effective dates, client addresses, commissions, claims, amongst a slew of other info.  General 

policy info of direct business falls off of Bizlink after 6 months.  They can provide you with the answers to any specific questions you have 

on that business.  We in Sales do not have access to this type of information.   
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